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KeyBank diffuses community tensions with new agreement
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One year after the National Community Reinvestment Coalition asked regulators to investigate Key Bank’s mortgage lending practices for alleged redlining, the fair-lending advocacy group and the bank say they are working together again to improve Key’s lending in minority communities.

On Wednesday, NCRC President and CEO Jesse Van Tol announced that Cleveland-based Key has pledged $25 million as part of an "agreement" between the two parties that could open the door to a new community benefits plan. The two sides have been at odds since late 2022 when the NCRC published a report blasting Key’s mortgage lending record to Black borrowers.

Of the $25 million, $17 million will be directed to grants, down payment assistance, fee waivers, product and branch expansion and marketing, all in an effort to "expand credit and assist loan applicants in minority and underserved communities," Van Tol said during a keynote speech Wednesday afternoon at the NCRC's annual Just Economy conference in Washington, D.C.

Key Bank will be responsible for allocating $8.5 million of the $17 million and the NCRC will allocate the remaining $8.5 million, "each with meaningful input from the other," Van Tol added.
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and housing, monitors banks to ensure they are serving underserved communities, trains housing counselors and conducts research on behalf of its 700-plus member network.

In his speech, Van Tol said the agreement "resolves [the NCRC's] concerns with KeyBank."

"This is a big deal," he added.

After Van Tol's speech, the two sides issued similar statements about the agreement, saying Key and the NCRC "have a long history of working together to promote access to credit."

But "in recent years NCRC has raised concerns about KeyBank's lending in minority and underserved communities and whether it has kept its promise to be a leader in inclusive home mortgage lending," the statements said.

"KeyBank disputes NCRC's reports, but we value our relationship with the NCRC and are committed to serving all communities within our footprint," the bank noted in its statement. "We are pleased to be moving forward with this agreement to continue the important work of increasing lending and helping to build wealth in all the communities we so proudly serve."

The NCRC statement included additional details. The organization said Van Tol and KeyBank CEO Chris Gorman "have met to discuss the renewed commitment, future partnerships and the respective goals [that] both organizations hope to achieve as they chart a new path forward together to continue and enhance investment in minority and underserved communities."

Ruhi Maker is a community development advocate in Rochester, New York, who's been involved for years in community development discussions with KeyBank. She said she has stayed in touch with Key, even after the NCRC ended its relationship with Key in 2022.

"I kept pushing KeyBank and frankly being extremely aggressive on their lack of lending," Maker said in an interview. "So this is a positive."
"This is an important first step," she said.

The long relationship between KeyBank and the NCRC hasn't always been so fraught. In 2016, amid parent company KeyCorp's pending acquisition of First Niagara Financial Group in Buffalo, New York, the two sides announced a community benefits plan of $16.5 billion, the largest of its kind at that time. The five-year plan — which pledged more investments in mortgage, small-business and community development lending and philanthropy in low- to moderate-income communities — became a key tool in easing antitrust and other concerns about Key's bid for First Niagara.

But the NCRC has said that Key didn't live up to its commitments. In its November 2022 report, it accused Key of making fewer, not more, home purchase loans to Black and low- to moderate-income borrowers in all but three of the major metro areas it serves, as well as decreasing low- to moderate-income borrowers' share of such lending in most of its markets.
The credit card giant says that it is "proactively meeting" with advocacy organizations to gather feedback that would help with the creation of a community benefits plan. The National Community Reinvestment Coalition, which has negotiated 21 such deals since 2016, opposes Capital One's proposed acquisition of Discover.
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In January of 2023, it warned that it would take its concerns to regulators.

Two months later, the NCRC and 80-plus other community development and fair-lending groups sent a letter to the Federal Reserve and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, requesting that both regulators not only investigate Key for alleged redlining, but that also downgrade the bank's Community Reinvestment Act rating, a move that would prevent it from merging or opening new branches until it receives a higher rating on a future CRA exam.

Key's next scheduled CRA exam period was set to begin on April 1, 2023. Last year, federal regulators updated their framework for monitoring CRA compliance among the banks they supervise, but several banking groups have sued the agencies over the revisions. In March, regulators changed their finalized CRA rules, giving banks more time to comply.

On Wednesday, the bank declined to say when it expects to receive the results of that exam.

In his speech, Van Tol said the agreement allows the two parties to "return to the table in good faith to form a new community benefits agreement ... with the potential to channel billions of dollars of lending capital into communities."

"We will always remain open to partnership and collaboration for those who are truly committed to improving, to those who share our goals, our values and our vision for a just economy," he said.
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Dimon likens AI's transformational potential to the steam engine

In his annual letter to shareholders, JPMorgan Chase CEO Jamie Dimon wrote that the bank has identified more than 400 use cases for artificial intelligence across marketing, fraud and risk. It has also amassed thousands of AI experts and data scientists and begun exploring deploying generative AI.
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Fifth Circuit keeps CFPB $8 late fee case in Texas

The case over the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's $8 late fee rule has emerged as a flashpoint in a larger debate over "judge shopping," whereby plaintiffs seek venues with judges sympathetic to their complaints.
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Why Amex is still expanding its pandemic-era restaurant-rescue program

To help historic restaurants facing dramatic losses when COVID struck, American Express rolled out grants to 25 needy restaurateurs. Four years later, the program is reaching twice as many establishments and the card network's investment has more than doubled.
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8 of the biggest issues facing the banking industry today

A major shake-up in the payments world, a data breach that's opened up a debate on who is ultimately responsible for cyberattacks, and uncertainty about the future of the Basel III endgame proposal are among the issues banks need to watch.
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Bank of America CEO says commercial real estate will be 'slow burn'

It will take time for the banking industry to work through issues with CRE loans, Brian Moynihan says in discussing the aftermath of last year's banking crisis and New York Community Bancorp's recent warning about its exposure to troubled debt.
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JPMorgan client who lost $50 million fortune faces court setback

Peter Doelger, 86, and his wife, Yoon's losses are testing whether Wall Street firms can be held responsible for what happens if clients lose the ability to understand their investments.
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Focus sharpens on rate pressure, credit quality ahead of bank earnings

With high deposit and borrowing costs persisting amid the Federal Reserve's campaign against inflation, lenders face stress on their net interest margins and the potential of troubled loans ticking up.
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more scrutiny for bank mergers

The FDIC proposed a new policy to intensify scrutiny on U.S. bank mergers Thursday that emphasizes the resulting institutions’ financial stability and ability to serve its community's needs.
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Bank branch acquisitions gather momentum

Based on the pace of deals through late March, the banking industry is on track for the most branch sales since 2021. Buyer interest has mounted alongside the need to acquire deposits, following hits to funding bases last year.
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THE MEGABANK THAT IS ALWAYS REBUILDING

Citigroup has long been criticized as overly complex and underperforming. Will CEO Jane Fraser succeed where her predecessors failed in pushing through a corporate transformation?